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MARDESˇIC´ CONJECTURE AND FREE PRODUCTS
OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS
GONZALO MARTI´NEZ-CERVANTES AND GRZEGORZ PLEBANEK
Abstract. We show that for every d ≥ 1, if L1, . . . , Ld are linearly ordered compact
spaces and there is a continuous surjection
L1 × L2 × · · · × Ld → K1 ×K2 × . . .×Kd ×Kd+1,
where all the spaces Ki are infinite, then Ki,Kj are metrizable for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d+1.
This answers a problem posed by Mardesˇic´ [7, 8].
We present some related results on Boolean algebras not containing free products with
too many uncountable factors. In particular, we answer a problem on initial chain algebras
that was posed in [3].
1. Introduction
The classical Peano curve demonstrates that the unit interval, a metrizable linearly
ordered compact space, may be continuously mapped onto its square. This cannot happen
for compact lines that are not metrizable: Treybig [9] and Ward [10] proved that if a
product of two infinite compact spaces is a continuous image of a linearly ordered compact
space then such a product is necessarily metrizable (a simpler proof of this result can be
found in [5]).
Subsequently, S. Mardesˇic´ partially generalized the result of Treybig to larger number
of factors. He proved in [7] that whenever a product of d linearly ordered compact spaces
can be mapped onto a product of d+ s separable infinite compact spaces K1, . . .Kd+s with
s ≥ 1, then there are at least s + 1 metrizable factors Kj. In the same paper he raised a
question, if the separability assumption may be dropped, stating the following conjecture
(see also the survey paper [8]):
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Conjecture 1.1. If a product of d linearly ordered compact spaces can be mapped onto a
product of d+ s infinite compact spaces K1, K2, . . . , Kd+s with s ≥ 1, then there are at least
s+ 1 metrizable factors Kj.
Let us note that Conjecture 1.1, in its full generality, easily follows from its particular
case, when s = 1. Indeed, take K1, . . . , Kd+s infinite compact spaces with at most s
metrizable factors; without loss of generality, let K1, . . . , Kd be nonmetrizable. Then
K1 × · · · ×Kd+s = K1 × · · · ×Kd ×
(
Kd+1 × · · · ×Kd+s
)
can be written as a product of d + 1 infinite compact spaces with at most one metrizable
factor, so it suffices to prove that such a space cannot be a continuous image of a product
of d linearly ordered compact spaces.
On the other hand, Avile´s [1] proved that, under the assumptions of 1.1, there are at
least s + 1 separable factors Kj . This result, combined with Mardesˇic´’s result mentioned
above, implies that if a product of two linearly ordered compact spaces can be mapped onto
a product of three infinite compact spaces K1, K2, K3, then at least one Kj is metrizable
[1, 8].
In this paper we present a proof of Conjecture 1.1. Our argument is based on properties
of a certain kind of dimension, called here the free dimension, that we introduce and inves-
tigate in Section 2. The basic idea standing behind that concept is that it is a topological
invariant which, in a sense, can detect how many nonmetrizable factors a given compact
space has. To outline our proof consider, for simplicity, the case d = 2. Infinite compact
lines have free dimension 1, and a product of two such spaces has free dimension ≤ 2.
Since the free dimension is not increased by continuous surjections, Conjecture 1.1 follows
immediately from our Theorem 3.1, stating that, in particular, if K1, K2 are nonmetrizable
compacta and K3 is an infinite compactum then the free dimension of K1 ×K2 ×K3 is at
least 3. This reasoning works for an arbitrary value of d, see Section 3 for details.
Let us recall that a Boolean algebra is said to be an interval algebra if it is generated
by a linearly ordered set of generators. Interval algebras correspond, via the Stone duality,
to zerodimensional linearly ordered compacta. In particular, 1.1 says that if A1,A2 are
uncountable Boolean algebras and the algebra A3 is infinite then the free product A1 ⊗
A2 ⊗ A3 cannot be embedded into a free product of two interval algebras. In Section 4
we present some generalizations of such a result —we single out a larger class of Boolean
algebras whose Stone spaces do not admit continuous surjections onto products of too many
nonmetrizable compact spaces. It turns out that our notion of free dimension is naturally
connected with properties of Boolean algebras generated by families not containing too
many independent elements.
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Baur and Heindorf [3] investigated the class of the so called initial chain algebras (a
natural extension of the class of interval algebras). Using the free dimension we were able
to answer a question posed in [3]: We prove that if A and B are infinite Boolean algebras
and A is uncountable, then the free product A ⊗ B cannot be embedded into an initial
chain algebra.
We wish to thank Antonio Avile´s for very stimulating discussions concerning the subject
of the paper and several valuable suggestions.
2. Free dimension of compacta
Given a compact space K, we shall write FCC(K) for the family of finite closed covers
of K. For any two finite covers C1 and C2 of K we write C1 ≺ C2 if the cover C1 is finer
than C2, that is, if every C1 ∈ C1 is contained in some C2 ∈ C2. Let us say that the family
C ⊆ FCC(K) is a topologically cofinal family of covers if for every open cover U of K there
is C ∈ C such that C ≺ U .
Our considerations are based on the following new concept.
Definition 2.1. Let d be a natural number. We say that a compact spaceK has free dimen-
sion ≤ d and write free-dim(K) ≤ d if there are a topologically cofinal family C ⊆ FCC(K),
a constant M > 0 and a function χ : C → N such that for every k, any C1, C2, . . . , Ck ∈ C
have a joint refinement C ∈ FCC(K) such that∣∣C∣∣ ≤M(χ(C1) + χ(C2) + . . .+ χ(Ck))d.
We also write free-dim(K) ≥ d+ 1 to indicate that free-dim(K) ≤ d does not hold; the
relation free-dim(K) = d is defined accordingly.
Lemma 2.2. A compact space K has free dimension 0 if and only if it is finite.
Proof. If K has free dimension 0 then it is immediate that any constant M witnessing that
free-dim(K) = 0 must satisfy |K| ≤M , so K is finite.
Conversely, if K is finite then the cover consisting of singletons is finer than any other
cover, so C = FCC(K), M = |K| and any function χ : C → N satisfy the condition on
Definition 2.1 for d = 0. 
Let us note that we allow any constant M in Definition 2.1 for the sake of Lemma 2.2;
if d ≥ 1 then we can as well take M = 1, after rescaling the function χ in question. Thus
in the sequel, we rather use the following definition.
Remark 2.3. A compact space K has free dimension ≤ d, where d ≥ 1, if and only if there
are a topologically cofinal family C ⊆ FCC(K) and a function χ : C → N such that for
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every k, any C1, C2, . . . , Ck ∈ C have a joint refinement C ∈ FCC(K) such that∣∣C∣∣ ≤ (χ(C1) + χ(C2) + . . .+ χ(Ck))d.
One might expect that the function χ from Definition 2.1 should be of some concrete
type, such as χ(C) = M · |C| for some constant M . However, our definition makes the
notion of free dimension more flexible and simplifies some considerations, cf. Theorem 2.8
below.
Lemma 2.4. If K is an infinite linearly ordered compact space then free-dim(K) = 1.
Proof. Indeed, let the family C ⊆ FCC(K) consists of all finite covers of K by closed
intervals. Then C is topologically cofinal. Let χ : C→ N be defined as χ(C) = 2|C|.
If C1, . . . , Ck ∈ C then we define their joint refinement C by listing all the endpoints
of intervals from C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ck and taking intervals with consecutive endpoints. Clearly,
|C| ≤ χ(C1) + . . .+ χ(Ck). 
As we shall see soon, a product of d-many compact lines is a typical example of a compact
space of free dimension ≤ d.
Lemma 2.5. If Ki is a compactum of free dimension ≤ di for i = 1, 2 then
free-dim(K1 ×K2) ≤ d1 + d2.
Proof. We may suppose K1 and K2 are infinite; otherwise the result is trivial. Following
Remark 2.3, take Ci ⊆ FCC(Ki) and a function χi : Ci → N witnessing that free-dim(Ki) ≤
di.
For every Ci ∈ Ci, i = 1, 2, define
C1,2 = {C1 × C2 : Ci ∈ Ci}, χ(C1,2) = max(χ1(C1), χ2(C2)).
Let C ⊆ FCC(K1 × K2) be the family of all covers obtained in this way; we shall check
that C and the function χ : C→ N are as required.
We prove first that C is topologically cofinal. Take U any open cover of K1 × K2. By
compactness, there is an open cover V of K1×K2 made of open rectangles such that V ≺ U .
Moreover, V can be taken of the form V = {U×V : U ∈ U1, V ∈ U2} with Ui being an open
cover of Ki. Since Ci are topologically cofinal in the respective spaces, there are Ci ∈ Ci
such that Ci ≺ Ui. Thus, the cover C = {C1 × C2 : Ci ∈ Ci} ∈ C satisfies C ≺ V ≺ U , so C
is indeed topologically cofinal in the product space.
Now fix C1, C2, . . . , Ck ∈ C. For every Ci take C
1
i ∈ C1, C
2
i ∈ C2 such that
Ci = {C1 × C2 : Cj ∈ C
j
i , j = 1, 2},
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for every i ≤ k. By definition, for j = 1 and j = 2, the family Cj1, C
j
2, . . . , C
j
k has a joint
refinement C′j ∈ FCC(Kj) such that∣∣C′j∣∣ ≤ (χj(Cj1) + χj(Cj2) + . . .+ χj(Cjk))dj ≤ (χ(C1) + χ(C2) + . . .+ χ(Ck))dj .
Thus, if we take C = {C1×C2 : Cj ∈ C
′
j} ∈ C then C is a joint refinement of C1, C2, . . . , Ck
and ∣∣C∣∣ ≤ ∣∣C′1∣∣∣∣C′2∣∣ ≤ (χ(C1) + χ(C2) + . . .+ χ(Ck))d1+d2 ,
so the proof is complete. 
Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 yield immediately the following.
Corollary 2.6. If L1, L2, . . . , Ld are linearly ordered compact spaces then
free-dim
(
L1 × L2 × . . . Ld
)
≤ d.
Lemma 2.7. Let K be a compactum of free dimension ≤ d. Suppose L is a compact
space such that there is a function F : FCC(K)→ FCC(L) preserving topologically cofinal
families and such that F (C) ≺ F (C′) and
∣∣F (C)∣∣ ≤ ∣∣C∣∣ whenever C ≺ C′, C, C′ ∈ C. Then
free-dim(L) ≤ d.
Proof. Note that a compact space K is finite if and only if there is a topologically cofinal
family C ⊆ FCC(K) consisting of just one cover. Therefore, since F preserves topologically
cofinal families, if K is finite then L is also finite and both have free dimension 0.
Suppose now K and L infinite. Take C ⊆ FCC(K) and χ : C → N witnessing that
free-dim(K) ≤ d. Set
C
′ = F (C) = {F (C) : C ∈ C} ⊆ FCC(L).
Since C is topologically cofinal, it follows from the hypothesis on F that C′ is also topologi-
cally cofinal. Let χ′ : C′ → N be the function defined as χ′(C′) = min{χ(C) : C ∈ C, F (C) =
C′} for every C′ ∈ C′.
Take C′1, C
′
2, . . . , C
′
k ∈ C
′. Set C1, C2, . . . , Ck ∈ C such that F (Ci) = C
′
i and χ
′(C′i) = χ(Ci)
for every i ≤ k. By definition, there is a joint refinement C ∈ C of C1, C2, . . . , Ck such that∣∣C∣∣ ≤ (χ(C1) + χ(C2) + . . .+ χ(Ck))d.
By the monotonicity of F , F (C) is a joint refinement of C′1, C
′
2, . . . , C
′
k and∣∣F (C)∣∣ ≤ ∣∣C∣∣ ≤ (χ(C1) + χ(C2) + . . .+ χ(Ck))d = (χ′(C′1) + χ′(C′2) + . . .+ χ′(C′k))d.

Theorem 2.8. The class of compacta K with free-dim(K) ≤ d is stable under taking closed
subspaces and continuous images.
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Proof. If g : K → L is a continuous surjection then we apply the previous lemma with
F : FCC(K)→ FCC(L), where F (C) = {g[C] : C ∈ C} for every C ∈ FCC(K).
Notice that if U is any open cover of L, then U ′ = {g−1(U) : U ∈ U} is an open cover of K
and F (C) ≺ U whenever C ≺ U ′. Thus, F preserves topologically cofinal families and it is
immediate that F satisfies the rest of the hypotheses of Lemma 2.7.
If L ⊆ K is a closed subspace then the function F : FCC(K) → FCC(L) defined as
F (C) = {C ∩L : C ∈ C} for every C ∈ FCC(K) also satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.7.
In particular, if U is an open cover of L, then we can take an open cover U ′ of K such that
U = {U ∩ L : U ∈ U ′} and in this case, F (C) ≺ U whenever C ≺ U ′. 
Corollary 2.9. If K is a metric compactum then free-dim(K) ≤ 1.
Proof. We have free-dim(2ω) = 1; therefore we conclude that free-dim(K) ≤ 1 for every
metric compactum K, using Theorem 2.8 and the fact that K is a continuous image of the
Cantor set 2ω. 
3. Free dimension of products
The main result of the sections reads as follows.
Theorem 3.1. Consider a space K of the form
K = K1 ×K2 × . . .×Kd ×Kd+1,
where d ≥ 1, K1, . . . , Kd are nonmetrizable compacta, while Kd+1 is an infinite compact
space. Then free-dim(K) ≥ d+ 1.
We first prove the following auxiliary result.
Lemma 3.2. Let K be a nonmetrizable compactum. There is an uncountable family F
of continuous functions K → [0, 1] such that for every uncountable F ′ ⊆ F and infinite
F ′′ ⊆ F ′, for every n there are functions f1, . . . , fn ∈ F
′′ and points x1, . . . , xn+1 ∈ K such
that for every 1 ≤ j < j′ ≤ n+ 1 there is k ≤ n such that |fk(xj)− fk(xj′)| ≥ 1/2.
Proof. Since K is not metrizable, there is a family F = {fα : α < ω1} of continuous
functions and points x0α, x
1
α ∈ K such that
(a) fα(x
i
α) = i for every α < ω1 and i ∈ {0, 1};
(b) fβ(x
0
α) = fβ(x
1
α) for every β < α < ω1.
The inductive construction proving the above claim is straightforward: Given a countable
family F0 = {fξ : ξ < α}, there are two points x
0
α, x
1
α that are not separable by F0 (as K
is not metrizable). We then choose fα satisfying (a).
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It remains to check that the family F satisfies the assertion. Consider any uncountable
J ⊆ ω1. Set
cβ,α = fβ(x
0
α) = fβ(x
1
α),
for every β < α < ω1 and write I0 = [0, 1/2], I1 = (1/2, 1].
Take any infinite N ⊆ J . For β, α ∈ N , β < α, say that {β, α} gets color 0 if cβ,α ∈ I0,
and gets color 1 otherwise. By the Ramsey theorem, there is an infinite homogeneous set
N1 ⊆ N . Let us suppose that N1 is 0−homogeneous, the other case is analogous.
Fix any natural number n. We claim that the functions fα1 , . . . , fαn , where αi ∈ N1,
α1 < . . . < αn, and the points x
1
α1
, x1α2 , . . . , x
1
αn
, x0αn satistify the assertion of the lemma.
Notice that
|fαi(x
1
αi
)− fαi(x
ǫ
αj
)| = |1− cαi,αj | ≥ 1/2,
whenever i < j ≤ n and ǫ ∈ {0, 1}. Since |fαn(x
1
αn
)− fαn(x
0
αn
)| = 1, the proof is complete.

Proof. (of Theorem 3.1) We argue by contradiction: suppose that C ⊆ FCC(K) is a topo-
logically cofinal family of finite closed covers witnessing, together with a function χ : C→ N,
that free-dim(K) ≤ d.
For simplicity, say that a closed finite cover C of K is good for a function f ∈ C(K) if
the oscillation of f is ≤ 1/3 on every C ∈ C. Note that, since C is topologically cofinal, for
every f ∈ C(K) there is C ∈ C which is good for f . For i ≤ d + 1 we write πi : K → Ki
for the projection. In particular, for any i ≤ d+ 1 and g ∈ C(Ki), there is C ∈ C which is
good for g ◦ πi.
For every i ≤ d take an uncountable family F i ⊆ C(Ki), as in Lemma 3.2. Since the
assertion of 3.2 allows us to pass to uncountable subfamilies, we can and do assume that
there is a natural number m such that for every i ≤ d and f ∈ F i there exists a partition
C ∈ C which is good for f ◦ πi and satisfies χ(C) ≤ m.
Since the space Kd+1 is infinite we can choose a sequence hi : Kd+1 → [0, 1] of pairwise
disjoint norm-one continuous functions. Fix any p ≥ (m · d)d.
Let m1 be a natural number such that for every i ≤ p, the function hi ◦ πd+1 admits a
good cover C ∈ C satisfying χ(C) ≤ m1.
We now consider some large number n; we shall specify it later. For every i ≤ d take
{gi1, . . . , g
i
n} ⊆ F
i satisfying the assertion of Lemma 3.2. Put
Gi = {gij ◦ πi : j ≤ n}, H = {h1 ◦ πd+1, . . . , hp ◦ πd+1},
and write G = G1 ∪ . . . ∪ Gd.
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For every function f ∈ G there is a cover Cf ∈ C such that χ(Cf ) ≤ m, which is good for
f . Likewise, for f ∈ H there is a cover Cf ∈ C such that χ(Cf ) ≤ m1, which is good for f .
By the definition of the free dimension, there is a finite closed cover C of K, which refines
all Cf for f ∈ G ∪H, and satisfies
|C| ≤
(∑
f∈G
χ(Cf ) +
∑
f∈H
χ(Cf )
)d
≤ (n · d ·m+ p ·m1)
d .
Note that C is good for every function from G ∪H. To summarize,
(∗) there is a cover of K of size (n·d·m+p·m1)
d which is good for every f ∈ G∪H.
On the other hand, for every i ≤ d there are points xi1, . . . , x
i
n+1 ∈ Ki as in Lemma 3.2
(for the family {gi1, . . . , g
i
n}). In the space Kd+1 choose points yi, i ≤ p+1 so that hi(yi) = 1
for i ≤ p and hi(yp+1) = 0 for i ≤ p.
Consider now the set D ⊆ K, where
D = {x11, . . . , x
1
n+1} × . . .× {x
d
1, . . . , x
d
n+1} × {y1, . . . , yp+1}.
Note that |D| = (n + 1)d(p+ 1) and
(∗∗) for d, d′ ∈ D, if d 6= d′ then there is f ∈ G ∪H such that |f(d)− f(d′)| ≥ 1/2.
Indeed, if, for instance, d, d′ ∈ D and d1 6= d
′
1 then we use the property granted by Lemma
3.2 to find a function f 1i such that |f
1
i (d1)− f
1
i (d
′
1)| ≥ 1/2; then
|f 1i ◦ π1(d)− f
1
i ◦ π1(d
′)| ≥ 1/2.
Clearly, (**) implies that there is no cover of K of size < (n+ 1)d(p+ 1) which is good
for every function from G ∪ H.
Finally, (*) and (**) yield a contradiction, whenever n satisfies
(n · d ·m+ p ·m1)
d < (n+ 1)d(p+ 1),
which eventually holds as p+ 1 > (m · d)d. 
Corollary 3.3. The conjecture 1.1 holds true.
Proof. As we explained in the introduction, it is enough to check that there is no continuous
surjection
L = L1 × L2 × . . . Ld → K = K1 × . . .Kd ×Kd+1,
whenever L1, . . . , Ld are compact lines, K1, . . .Kd are nonmetrizable compacta and Kd+1
is an infinite compact space.
This follows from Lemma 2.8, as free-dim(L) ≤ d by Lemma 2.6 and free-dim(K) ≥ d+1
by Theorem 3.1. 
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4. Free dimension and Boolean algebras
The purpose of this final section is to discuss some classes of Boolean algebras whose
Stone spaces have free dimension ≤ d.
Let A be a Boolean algebra; we denote by KA its Stone space of all ultrafilters on A.
Given a ∈ A, â = {x ∈ KA : a ∈ x} is the corresponding clopen subset of KA.
For every finite set F ⊆ A, we write Atom(F ) for the family of atoms of the Boolean
subalgebra generated by F . Note that every family Atom(F ) defines a finite closed cover
CF = {â : a ∈ Atom(F )},
of KA. Moreover, if Γ ⊆ A generates A then
C = {CF : F ⊆ Γ finite} ⊆ FCC(KA),
is a topologically cofinal family of covers of KA.
A natural class of Boolean algebras whose Stone spaces have free dimension ≤ d is
described by the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Let d be a natural number and M ≥ 0. Suppose that a Boolean algebra A
is generated by a set Γ such that every finite set F ⊆ Γ satisfies
∣∣Atom(F )∣∣ ≤M |F |d.
Then free-dim(KA) ≤ d.
Proof. As before, set C = {CF : F ⊆ Γ finite} ⊆ FCC(KA).
Take any finite F ⊆ Γ. To deal with Atom(F ) we can assume that F is irredundant,
that is, no g ∈ F belongs to the algebra generated by F \ {g}. It is easy to check that if
F is irredundant then |F | ≤
∣∣Atom(F )∣∣.
It is now sufficient to take irredundant finite sets F1, F2, . . . , Fk ⊆ Γ and observe that CF
is a joint refinement of CF1 , . . . , CFk , where F = F1 ∪ . . . ∪ Fk. Moreover,∣∣Atom(F )∣∣ ≤M |F |d ≤ M(|F1|+ . . .+ |Fk|)d ≤ M(|Atom(F1)|+ . . .+ |Atom(Fk)|)d,
which gives the result. 
A Boolean algebra A is an interval algebra if A is generated by a subset Γ ⊆ A which
is linearly ordered. Heindorf [6] proved that a Boolean algebra A embeds into an interval
algebra if and only if it is generated by a set Γ with the property that any two elements
of Γ are either comparable or disjoint (so, in particular, Γ contains no independent pair).
There is a larger class I(d), introduced in [2], of Boolean algebras satisfying the condition
of Theorem 4.1.
Definition 4.2. Let d ∈ N. A Boolean algebra A is said to be in the class I(d) if A is
generated by a set Γ with the property that no d+ 1 elements in Γ are independent.
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Here we use the usual notion of Boolean independence; recall that a1, . . . , ad ∈ A are
said to be independent if⋂
i∈S1
ai ∩
⋂
j∈S2
acj 6= 0,
for every two disjoint sets S1, S2 ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , d}.
It is easy to check that the class I(d) contains all the d-fold free products of interval
algebras. The fact that every Boolean algebra in the class I(d) satisfies the condition of
Theorem 4.1 is a consequence of the following Sauer-Shelah Lemma; see e.g. [2] for a proof
and further references.
Lemma 4.3 (Sauer-Shelah). Let N, d be natural numbers with 0 ≤ d < N and let T =
{1, 2, . . . , N}. Then for every family C ⊆ 2T with
|C| >
(
N
0
)
+
(
N
1
)
+ · · ·+
(
N
d
)
,
there exists a set S ⊆ T with |S| = d+ 1 such that {f |S : f ∈ C} = 2
S.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose A ∈ I(d) is generated by a set Γ with no d+1 independent elements.
Then for every finite set F ⊆ Γ we have∣∣Atom(F )∣∣ ≤ (|F |
0
)
+
(
|F |
1
)
+ · · ·+
(
|F |
d
)
≤ (d+ 1)|F |d.
Proof. Set F = {a1, a2, . . . , aN} and T = {1, 2, . . . , N}. Then, every element in Atom(F )
has a unique representation of the form a
f(1)
1 ∩ a
f(2)
2 ∩ · · · ∩ a
f(N)
N , where f ∈ 2
T , a0 = ac
and a1 = a for every a ∈ A. Define
C = {f ∈ 2T : a
f(1)
1 ∩ a
f(2)
2 ∩ · · · ∩ a
f(N)
N ∈ Atom(F )}.
It follows from the fact that Γ contains no d+1 independent elements and Sauer-Shelah
Lemma that∣∣Atom(F )∣∣ = |C| ≤ (N
0
)
+
(
N
1
)
+ · · ·+
(
N
d
)
=
=
(
|F |
0
)
+
(
|F |
1
)
+ · · ·+
(
|F |
d
)
≤ (d+ 1)|F |d,
since
(
|F |
i
)
≤ |F |d for every i ≤ d. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.4 is the following result.
Corollary 4.5. For every Boolean algebra A ∈ I(d), free-dim(KA) ≤ d.
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We shall finally discuss free dimension of Stone spaces of initial chain algebras; Corollary
4.7 below answers a question posed in [3].
A pseudotree is a partially ordered set (T,≤) in which every set of the form (−∞, t] :=
{s ∈ T : s ≤ t} is linearly ordered. S. Koppelberg and J.D. Monk defined the initial chain
algebra on a pseudotree T to be the algebra of subsets of T generated by the initial chains
(−∞, t] with t ∈ T .
Lemma 4.6. Let A be an initial chain algebra on a pseudotree T and F = {(−∞, ti] : i =
1, . . . , n} a family of initial chains on T . Then Atom(F ) ≤ 2|F |.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose that T is a well-met tree (i.e. every two
uncompatible elements have a greatest lower bound) so every element of A is of the form
b =
⋃n
s=1(si, ti] or b = T \
⋃n
s=1(si, ti] for some si, ti ∈ T (see [3, Corollary 1.3 and Lemma
1.4]). We claim that there is a set of points P such that every element in Atom(F ),
except at most one, is of the form (s, s′] with s, s′ ∈ P and such that (−∞, s] is in the
algebra generated by F for every s ∈ P . We prove the lemma and the claim by induction
on |F |. If F = {(−∞, t]}, then the result is trivial since the atoms are (−∞, t] and
(−∞, t]c. Suppose the result true for n and take F = {(−∞, ti] : i = 1, . . . , n}. Set
t ∈ T and F ′ = F
⋃
{(−∞, t]}. We claim that (−∞, t] splits at most one atom of the form
(s1, s2]. By contradiction, suppose (−∞, t] splits two atoms of the form (s1, s2], (s
′
1, s
′
2] with
s1, s2, s
′
1, s
′
2 ∈ P . Then take ts = min(s2, t) and ts′ = min(s
′
2, t). Notice that s1 < ts ≤ t and
s′1 < ts′ ≤ t. Since (−∞, t] is linearly ordered, without loss of generality we may suppose
s1 ≤ s
′
1. Since the intervals (s1, s2] and (s
′
1, s
′
2] are disjoint, we have that ts /∈ (s
′
1, s
′
2], so
s1 < ts ≤ s
′
1 < t.
But then (s1, s
′
1] = (−∞, s
′
1] ∩ (−∞, s1]
c belongs to the algebra generated by F and it
intersects (s1, s2] ∈ Atom(F ), so (s1, s2] ∩ (s1, s
′
1] = (s1, s2] and s2 ≤ s
′
1. But then
s1 < ts ≤ s2 ≤ s
′
1 < ts′ ≤ t
and therefore ts = min(s2, t) = s2. This contradicts the fact that (−∞, t] splits (s1, s2].
Thus, (−∞, t] splits at most one atom of the form (s1, s2] and
Atom(F ′) ≤ Atom(F ) + 2 ≤ 2|F |+ 2 = 2(|F |+ 1) = 2|F ′|,
as we wanted to prove. 
Corollary 4.7. For every initial chain algebra A, free-dim(KA) ≤ 1. In particular, A
does not contain a free product of an infinite Boolean algebra and an uncountable Boolean
algebra.
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.6 that free-dim(KA) ≤ 1. The last
assertion is a consequence of Theorem 3.1, since the Stone space of every uncountable
Boolean algebra is nonmetrizable. 
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